Abstract: A neural network is presented that stores spatio-temporal patterns (syn rechains) in associative networks of spiking neurons and replays them at a controlable speed. An implicit equation is derived and solved numerically which relates the average speed to the network parameters. The replay speed can be controled by unspeci c background signals and also depends on the number of co-activated syn re-chains. Balanced inhibition can prevent the latter dependency. Simulation results con rm the theory, but reveal instabilities for low and high control signals. These boundaries are traced back to four di erent destabilizing mechanisms.
Introduction
The syn re-chain model has been introduced by Abeles 1] in order to explain precisely replicating spike patterns observable in the cortex on time-scales of up to hundreds of milliseconds. The model assumes that highly speci c spatio-temporal ring patterns occur in the brain by means of synchronously ring pools of neurons that iteratively excite other pools, whereby a chain of activation evolves and propagates through the network 1, 3, 4, 5] .
In 7] we presented an abstract model of syn re-chain activation consisting of a one-dimensional chain of locally connected spiking neurons and derived formulas for the propagation speed of traveling pulses in dependence of globally applied external input signals. The current paper extends this work to recurrent associative memories consisting of spiking neurons. Syn re chains can be modeled in these networks as sequences of patterns stored heteroassociatively in linear order (cf. 3, 5] ).
Network model
We consider a recurrent network of N spiking neurons. The state of neuron i is given by its potential x i (t) (3) into (2) 
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i Eg(t ? T) (6) where Eg(t) is the expectation of the response function g(t) averaged over the joint distribution function of the PSP-parameters and . The approximation is valid for n 1 due to the usual law of large numbers.
If, in contrast, some neuron i is not contained in pattern + 1 it may still receive input from the n ring cells in due to random overlaps between patterns. The average impact due to this crosstalk is K0 n n prob C ij (10) where p = n=N is the probability that a certain neuron is one in a given pattern. 1 Overall, the average in uence of the ring of pattern on an arbitrary neuron i reads
If the hopping-time is small relative to , temporal integration takes place. Similarly, when more than a single wave of activity is excited (multiple syn re-chains, cf. 3]) the background level increases accordingly. Thus we may approximate the noise level further by its temporal average The gure shows a good agreement between theory and simulations, despite the approximations of the theory and the small system size. Note that the propagation velocities (1=T ) increase with input strengtheither when decreases or M increases. In simulations (crosses) the propagation is unstable for small and large , although (13) would predict a considerably larger range of modulation (lines). Three co-activated waves were not observable at all in the small simulated network. The reasons are discussed in the next section.
5 Instabilities Equation (13) takes only average membrane potentials into account. It neglects membrane uctuations as well as refractoriness. Both can have an impact on the stability of sequence-retrieval. At least four mechanisms can take part in destabilizing syn repropagation. Two of them dominate at high memory load, the other two at a low load. Since a complete analysis of the critical range boundaries in nite networks is unfeasible, we restrict ourselves to these limiting cases at high and low load in the sequel.
High memory load
An analysis of the high load limit has been given (for time-discrete networks) by Bienenstock 3] and in a generalized way including integrate-and-re cells by Herrmann et al. 5] . Both works assume that membrane uctuations due to crosstalk between patterns are independent between di erent cells which turns out to be correct in the asymptotic limit (N ! 1). Bienenstock emphasized the fact that the distribution of membrane potentials is bimodal. It contains the bulk of neurons at approximately Gaussian distributed background potentials and a smaller peak at higher potentials that contains the actually ring cells of M propagating syn re-chains. He notes that ring thresholds have to be set savely between both peaks to reach stable retrieval. With increasing memory load, however, both peaks broaden such thatnally a proper threshold choice becomes impossible and stability is lost.
Herrmann et al. derived mean eld equations which determine stationary values of the total ring activity, q, and the activities of individual patterns, m ; = 1 P 5]. They show that for memory loads below some critical value a threshold level exists below which an increasing number of arbitrary neurons re in a self-amplifying way. In the asymptotic limit these cells are uncorrelated with the simultaneously activated syn re-patterns. Therefore we may call this instability asynchronous background instability. It appears similarly in homogeneous or purely randomly connected networks, where it can lead to high-frequency oscillations (e.g. 40Hz) supposed the network activity is appropriately controlled by inhibitory interneurons 8].
Herrmann et al.'s equations also reveal an instability when thresholds are large and touch the upper peak of the potential dis-tribution (from below). This instability is characterized by randomly missing spikes in actually ring patterns. If, however, thresholds are so high that all spikes are needed to raise the cells in the next pattern above threshold the syn re-activity dies out (chain death due to uctuating potentials).
Low memory load
In nite size networks the asymptotic analysis breaks down especially at low memory load, because the destabilizing background noise is no longer independent between cells. The nature of instabilities changes too, when some of the stored patterns accidentally have overlaps exceptionally larger than the average size (e.g. one standard deviation) of the uctuations. In the simplest case we may assume that two patterns and have an exceptionally large overlap of k. Obviously, if the threshold # is too small, ring of pattern will not only activate + 1 but -erroneously -also + 1, because the overlap k leads to a synchronous elevation of the potentials of all cells in the wrong pattern + 1 above threshold. We call this instability cross excitation. The wrongly activated cells are now highly correlated and consist of one of the syn re patterns.
Large overlaps can also determine stability at high thresholds. Here, refractoriness comes into play. If patterns and have an overlap of k and follows within the refractory time, at least k neurons in fail to re when is activated. If the threshold is high the remaining n ?k cells may be too few to re any cell in pattern +1 such that the activity again dies out (chain death due to refractoriness).
Although the probability for individual large overlaps is low, those tail-events nonetheless gain signi cance when long syn re-chains are to be recovered. In addition, overlaps accumulate in case of several co-activated chains as well as due to temporal summation. The e ective number of patterns that contribute to the overlap with an arbitrary further pattern at a given time is roughly M =T for chain death due to refractoriness and Mc =T; Given (k; L) and the number of stored patterns P the number of compound overlaps of size k can be estimated that are expected to appear in a network realization. For chain-death due to refractoriness the respective frequency-distribution is roughly P (k; L) because any of the P positions in the stored sequence can be critical. We de ne a critical overlap, k u , by requiring P (k u ; L) = 1. This means, on average one overlap of size k u will appear in a network realization. At this position chaindeath occurs if the threshold is too small; k u =n is an estimate of the range restriction at large # (or ) relative to the full range obtained from (13). Note, that the distribution (k; L) decays exponentially fast in its tails, i.e. for su ciently large k. Fig. 2 shows that the probability for an overlap of k + 1 is roughly an order of magnitude smaller than that for k. Thus, larger overlaps than the critical k u are much more unlikely to occur and can be ignored. For xed P the condition provides a lower bound for the threshold distance . Contrary, for xed (or, equivalently, a xed control input) it provides an upper bound for the number of patterns P, that can be stored until refractoriness starts to disturb sequence retrieval.
Cross-excitation leads to a slightly di er- . This shows that indeed large overlaps determine the instabilities, a fact that we also con rmed by detailed inspection of the instabilities occurring in the simulation.
Discussion
In summary we have derived an implicit formula for the propagation speed of syn rechains in networks of spiking neurons. The speed can be modulated by external control signals and also depends on the number of co-activated chains. The latter dependency can be avoided by balanced inhibition, the former might be useful for memory systems storing temporal events. Furthermore, since unspeci c background modulations are likely to occur in cortex the result also suggests that syn re-chains do not always propagate at the same speed. Slowly uctuating background potentials deform syn re chains in a rubber-band manner each time a wave of activity propagates through the same part of the sequence. This makes the occurrence of replicating patterns as observed by Abeles 1] M grows the capacity shrinks further. In addition, it also gets smaller, when background modulations are present as it has to be expected in cortex. In that case instabilities due to pattern overlaps as discussed in this paper will contribute signi cantly to the dynamic properties of syn re-chain propa-gation.
